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Candy sweet garden apk

07/24/2003 This was so delicious! I actually cooked the casserole in my clock pot instead of the oven to save oven space and it was perfect. I will definitely make this again!2003/07/24 These were great. Based on other reviews, I made some adjustments: use only 1/4 cup of water and boil the mixture for 10 minutes. Next time, I'm not going to add water at all. I also added a
teaspoon of cinnamon. Very good. Thank you very much. 07/24/2003 Great !!!! This is almost exactly my mom's recipe for Thanksgiving sweet potatoes (or Christmas, Easter, etc.) with top-notch flavors, simple recipes are the best. I was just dotted with a little more butter and sprinkled a little bit of brown sugar before baking, it added some caramelizede (is that a word?to some
tops of potatoes. 10/17/2006 This is good, but my grandmother used a very simple recipe: get a thin lge can and place it close on a cookie sheet. Sprinkle generously with drk brn sugar and sliced butter pat. Place in a 400F oven until the juices are thick foam. Delicious 10/02/2007 My oven is always full on holiday, so I make this with an electric skillet pan on the countertop (worth
19.99 just to make this dish). Pass the lid through. Remove the water because it creates condensation that thins the brown sugar source. I always lift the lid so that the smallest condensation falls into the pan. My grandmother used to cut the lid and cook like this to thicken the sauce, but it takes time to cook this way. Delicious! 04/27/2005 We always make this kind of candy potato,
but there was no recipe to follow because the candy sauce is different. Now we make it this way and they are always better. I use 1/4 cup of water. Thanks 07/24/2003 these, even though they were extremely runny, they didn't kalmalize. I take this dish to a family gathering and people raved about the taste, but like I said a very runny nose. 2007/05/2007 I love this recipe. Even
those who say they don't like sweet potatoes, like this recipe. This is just simple and great because I absolutely hate those marshmallow sweet potato dishes. This year we are considering adding potatoes to a raw baking pan with the sauce, without boiling them. Has anyone tried this method? 07/24/2003 These are embarrassingly easy to make and really tasty. They turned out to
be soft sweet and tasty. Great classic holiday recipes. It was the first time I cooked sweet potatoes and they were a hit. 02/05/2004 Easy and delicious, but nothing unique. I added a teaspoon of vanilla and of course marshmallows. This recipe works well when pressed for time. 11 Classic Candied Sweet Potato All Recipes Community 2 11 Classic Candied Sweet Potato Chef
Berman 3's 11 Classic Candied Sweet Potato Malabutzel 4 11 Classic Candied Sweet Potato Beth 27 5 11 Classic CandiedPotatoes ~TxCin~ILove2Ck 6 11 Classic Candied Sweet Potato Jean 7 11 Classic Candied Sweet Potato Malabeitzel 8 11 Classic Candied Sweet Potato Mbay08 9 of 11 Classic Cans 11 Classic candied sweet potatoes out of 11 10 heavens sweet potato
ANGEL11 classic candied sweet potato drg1029 11/30/2009 This was quick, easy and good. I chop the sweet potato (skin-soting) into 2-inch thick circles and cut the circles in half before boiling them in a huge stock pot. After they boil, the skin practically falls off, saving the effort of peeling them off in advance. Based on the reviews, I reduced butter and sugar all the way to 1/4 cup
margarine and 1/2 cup brown sugar. Thanksgiving guests said it was perfect, but no one had a super sweet party. Personally, I felt the reduced version was too healthy and decadent, so I'll try 1/2 cup margarine and maybe 3/4 cup sugar next time. :) are good, but potatoes still need to be mashed a little while stirring them into the sauce. If you have chunks that are too large,
butter/sugar will not penetrate the center of the chunk. Has anyone noticed that this recipe is very similar to making rice krispies sweets, except that they don't add sugar when making rice krispies sweets? Update*** I've been making this every year for Thanksgiving and it's always a hit. Definitely 1/2 cup salted butter (not margarine!) and go with 3/4 cup brown sugar. 11/12/2003 I
used 3-17oz. A can of sweet potatoes reduced butter to 1C and brown sugar to 3/4C. It wasn't easy and the family ate it. Will definitely make it again. 08/20/2003 These tasted great, but the recipe required too much butter. I had to drain it all before I ate it. I'll definitely make this again, but next time I'll cut the butter in half. 11/19/2011 I took a lot of reviews and adapted this recipe
for a recent bring-up. My colleagues loved this, but even those who didn't like yums before were asking for recipes. This was very sweet even though I reduced a lot of brown sugar. Here's how you changed the recipe: ..... 4 pounds yam, 1/4 cup butter (salted), 1/2 cup brown sugar, 3 cups miniature marshmallows, divided, 1/2 teaspoon vanilla, 1/4 teaspoon cinnamon, 1/8
teaspoon nutmeg. ..... Many people claim that baked potatoes offer the best taste and texture. So I baked the washed yum in a 350 F degree oven for 45 minutes. After removing and chilling the yum, I peeled and crushed the yum. Then fold the marshmallow/sugar mixture into the mountain. Once combined, put the mix in a baking dish and bake at 350F degrees for about 30
minutes. After 30 minutes, the mini marshmallows were placed on a plate and baked for another 5 minutes. Marshmallows puff and long enough to get touch golden. 2003/04/2003 Very sweet !!! I've reduced(Used butter) and brown sugar are one cup each for each previous comment, but I think I'd reduce brown sugar to another 3/4 cup. Otherwise it is delicious. I didn't top them
with the rest of the marshmallows because I wanted a true Southern-style candied yam dish, not a sweet potato casserole-type dish, or mash potatoes or split them into bite-sized bits. This is a keeper!07/24/2003 I thought this was a great recipe. The only complaint I had was the amount of butter. Let's truncate it a little next time. They were delicious anyway!11/11/2012 I've been
using this recipe for about 3 years and my family loves it. I use fresh, canned sweet potatoes and both work well. But the secret I discovered is to fix them the day before and let them sit on the frig for 24 hours before they bake. It makes a big difference, syrup just goes all the way through the potatoes. Super Delicious!07/24/2003 The best recipe for candied sweet potatoes I've
ever tried. Everyone loved them!07/24/2003 This is a great recipe! I was tempted to add more liquid, but don't - the sauce gets thinner as you bake! I used canned drain sweet potatoes (40-50 cans of 6lb GFS commercial size cans) and doubled the sauce baked in Lasagna bread) OH SOOOOO GOOD! thanks DJ! 02/13/2005 This recipe was fine. I cut the butter in half and it was
still too much way! Once made again, use 1/4 cup butter 1/4 cup brown sugar and 2 cups marshmallows! The overall taste was great, but they were very oily and sweet too to eat. But I'll try again with the above changes. 108 Candied Sweet Potato Tiffany Kennedy Kelly 2's 108 Candied Sweet Potato Mandy Ski 9 3 108 Candied Sweet Potato Kitchen Wicca 4 108 Candied Sweet
Potato Cintilab 5 108 Candied Sweet Potato Gin Cooker 6 108 Candied Sweet Potato Manda 7's 108 Candied Sweet Potato Godo Free 8 108 Candied Sweet Potato Anonymous 9 08 Candied Sweet Potato Robert Maggie 10 108 Candied Sweet Potato Chef TWIN 11 108 Candied Sweet Potato TK 12 of 108 Candied Sweet Potato Kelly 13 108 Candied Sweet Potato Archey 14
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